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For example: the ink range and colour bank of the printer, variations between one machine and another, the
structure and composition of the substrate, fabric pre-treatment, secondary processes and the printer's
achievable gamut will all affect final results. The preparation of the screens involves them being covered with
a light sensitive emulsion. These facts also positively support the trend of mass customization. Designers that
are currently famous for working with digital printed fabrics are presented as well as critical points especially
arising from the design side. Currently some designers embrace the new technology but at the same time it is
also criticised Key Words: digital textile printing, textile design, ink-jet printing, design influence List of
figures Fig. Surplus colour is removed by scrapers. Techniques such as batik dying as well as patterning with
the help of wooden blocks form the start of the early developments in conventional textile printing. The print
design is transferred onto the screen with the help of photomechanical methods, separating the parts of the
screen where no colour should be let through from the ones where colour will be applied on to the fabric. The
aim to provide an indication of colour changes when printing on different fabric substrates, allowing designers
to make adjustments to designs to obtain a better colour match, and develop their colour expectation
knowledge. Rollerprinting is one of the oldest automated printing method that is still of importance today. In
the print process, every colour of the pattern requires a separate roller. The aim, to produce an. This process
offered the insight and depth of understanding required to design dynamic surface patterns, in that it
highlighted the different colour-changing properties of leuco dye-based thermochromic inks, which have the
potential to create a more complex and dynamic range of patterns on textiles than those that exist today.
Firstly, the most common industrial traditional textile printing methods are discussed and compared to the
technology of digital printing. The colorant sits on the surface, although, secondary processes, allow dye
molecules to further permeate the fibres. The colour is applied on the roller and stays inside the patterned
engraving. Compared to conventional methods there are many strengths, but also weaknesses. This paper
presents investigations which focused on the development, and generation of, visual indicator methods and
ICC profiles generated from data, accumulated through measuring printed colour differences on substrates.
These methods vary in the way that either the fabric lays still and the screen is transported or the fabric is
transported on conveyor belts from one design length repeat to the next design length and the screen stays in a
fixed position. Additionally, DTP may include dye sublimation, solvent, latex, ultraviolet and
direct-to-garment printing, for example T-shirt printers. This production method is non - continuous, therefore
the production speed is only 3 to 6 meters per minute. As far as the design process is concerned, the digital
technology has an impact, to some extent being able to produce small, highly individual patterns, at a lower
price and with a lower lead time than traditionally. A textile designer will be required to experiment with a
number of variables in order to feel confident about the colour outcome of their print. However, there is a
marked difference between screen-colour to print-colour. Production speed with this method is able to reach
meters per minute. There is much to explore beyond the current design possibilities offered by thermochromic
inks, and it is hoped that designers and researchers can apply the knowledge that has been obtained during the
work of this thesis to their practical explorations so as to move towards new ways of thinking and designing,
and further innovation in textile design. The research was conducted by undertaking a series of design
experiments using leuco dye-based thermochromic inks, which resulted in various working methods and two
pedagogical tools. The main motivation has been to explore the design properties and potentials of leuco
dye-based thermochromic inks when printed on textiles in order to obtain an understanding and facilitate the
design of dynamic surface patterns. The impact of digital printing on the design process, considering colours
and repeats, sourcing and lead times, as well as costs are discussed. The significance of this is related to the
development of a methodology to assist designers in seeing possibilities, making informed decisions, and
predicting colour transitions at different temperatures when designing a dynamic surface pattern. These
wooden blocks were used as a stamp in a discontinuous production method. However, there is a marked
difference between screen-colour and print-colour. Reduced ink wastage and water use makes DTP a more
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environmentally sustainable printing method in comparison to screen and rotary printing. Nevertheless, the
revolution in textile printing took place with the invention and spreading of continuous production methods
such as roller printing. Colour is critical in the textile industry both in terms of meeting trends, client
requirements and obtaining consistent colour. The first roller printing machine was patented by Thomas Bell
from Scotland in  From inside the engraving the colour is then applied onto the fabric. Colour results are
affected by numerous variables which a textile designer will be required to understand, and experiment with,
in order to feel colour confident. Short print runs and the ability to react quickly to market trends allow
businesses to carry less stock, reducing storage costs, and the likelihood of stock wastage as fabric is printed to
demand.


